
On The Bus Or Under The Bus

As, over the years, the invasive divisions of a “no-excuses” testing created student, 
community and personnel abuses, arguments between big-money-dependent, choice-school-
promoting reformers and all-student-equity, local-neighborhood-protective anti-reformers 
escalated.  Proponents on either side of the debate expressed loudly adamant opinions.  
Presuming absolute value for the disruptions of an ongoing innovation, one activist presented his 
pro-reform stance in the form of a question. 

“Do you want to be,” was his query to the nation: 
“On the bus, or under the bus?”
Sadly, as each year’s supply of ever-more-denigrated, test-score-amalgamated, school-

score-identified students were repeatedly forced into the endlessly published description of being 
academically and/or behaviorally deficient risks, finding themselves assertively placed outside 
score-competitive, savvy-parent-dependent, privileged-consumer choice school parameters – as 
life got harder:

Under the bus? 
Was turning out to be not only a legally mandated, but nationally condoned location.
Operating as difficult-student “clean up” institutions in the modern-day competitive 

market – increasingly dependent upon garnering a per-pupil tax stipend, poorest, lowest-scoring 
schools could no longer afford to painstakingly enforce discipline, grade or attendance policies.  
As, following the years-long Big-Money-sponsored and heavily lobbied call for “better schools,”  
choice programs continued to recruit and enroll only the most motivated, while, at the same time, 
avoiding or ejecting the most troublesome?  

Old-fashioned traditional, legally-bound truly public schools:
Shifted defensively into survival mode.  
Anxious to garner subsidized funding through the elevation of numbers, the fewer and 

fewer slowly disappearing, all-student inclusive, low-income public schools – the only schools in 
über-modern market-competitive days still legally bound to not only accept, but keep, and 
therefore hold a test-score responsibility for, all students – now based a financial survival upon 
the unfailing registration of a continual flow of kids.	


Kids who, in the larger competitive system?
Had been deemed unacceptable, and thus fully disposable.
Students legally excluded from, or assertively pushed out of, restrictive, high-score-

promoting schools of choice; students who, as a result of limited-seat, we-don’t-serve-special-
needs, we-don’t-work-with-language-learners, no longer fit.  Students unwanted and 
unwelcomed by wealthier, test-score-protective communities; challenging children who, after 
finding themselves (although perhaps this was not actually legal) kicked out of more affluent, 
high-score-defending districts?*  Kept showing up on the doorsteps of inner-city poorest, pupil-
funding-desperate, legally-bound and genuinely public schools.†

The unremitting, over-a-decade-long fealty to not only a high-stakes testing, but to a 
subsequently generated no-excuses test-score labeling (a concept relentlessly ordered up, now, 
by not one but two consecutively “caring” governments) – was, in actuality, forcing a modern-
day public education dilemma.  The true question of a modern-day “public” education, or so it 
was transpiring in days now inflexibly bent to a statistically visible social “progress,” was not 
really how, but more to the point if, schools should be obliged to enroll and educate…well, um.  

Hmm.  



Let’s keep this uncomplicated; let’s continue to refer to them simply as difficult kids:  
Kids who were overwhelmingly, seriously and unattractively poor.  
Kids who didn’t predictably attend.  
Kids who were homeless, or frustratingly and endlessly transient.  
Kids who, damnitall, couldn’t read or write.  
Kids who were hyper, disrespectful and clearly behaviorally unassimilated.  
Kids who had lethally costly special needs.  
Kids who were most visibly and uncomfortably culturally different.  
Kids who, for god’s sake?  
Didn’t even speak English.  
Evidently, as both conservative and a growing number of “for reform liberal” citizens 

joined together in one decidedly compassionate leap up onto the market-competitive, big-money-
spewing choice school bus – piercingly denigrating, as they jumped, anyone yet exhibiting the 
audacity of being in any way anti-reform – well, apparently the true public school dilemma was 
no longer going to be in how to address lowest-income, culturally-different students:  

But, more to the point, should we?
Should our nation, a nation so gosh-darned caught up in the costly obligations brought 

about by globally competitive times – obligations such as the continued bailout of promiscuously 
deregulated but federally guaranteed financial institutions, massively protected corporate 
subsidies, and the never-ending “altruism” behind oil-drug-and-mineral-rich-country military 
invasions – oh, well, really: Should our country, a country each year more notably diverse, each 
year more increasingly filled with challengingly unique and culturally different (and, oh gee, so 
often hoodie-wearing) children, take on the daunting and so darned expensive responsibility: 

Of educating all children?
I mean, really, all-student, locally-accessible, equitably-funded public schools?   
Spending so much of that lucratively collected tax money on all students?  
For those citizens most willing to extend a personal backing for the uninterrupted 

construction of our nation’s ever more necessary penal institutions, and, lately, a complimentary 
number of quota-based, funding-per-body immigrant detention centers:

Well, the answer?
Was pretty darned simple. 

*A euphemistic argument brought to the table by a few schools serving largely White populations – schools which 
have been told that they must now accommodate a growing number of non-White students – is that these wealthier, 
predominantly White high-scoring schools simply cannot afford to incorporate the type of student who will bring 
with him/her: “those scores.” 

†As, in some cities, score-protective suburban communities have begun to embrace an increasing array of legal 
practices now bent to ejecting “unacceptable” students, inner-city districts (districts ever more financially dependent 
upon that part of the student population most likely to fail and thus guarantee the continued cycle of a no-one-held-
accountable/reform-lucrative transformation) brag of an expanding enrollment.


